When you write a date, you place a comma after the day of the week and before the year.

example: Monday, October 7, 2019

Rewrite the dates using the correct format. Be sure you capitalize the first letter of each day and month. Insert commas in the correct places.

1. tuesday january 6 2015

2. sunday july 20 1969

3. monday june 2 2003

4. saturday december 30 2017

5. tuesday may 17 2016

6. friday april 12 1861

Describe what is wrong with the way each of the dates below is written.


8. My father was born on Monday, January, 9, 1978.

9. My best friend will turn 21 years old on Thursday, september 13, 2029.
When you write a date, you place a comma after the day of the week and before the year.

example: Monday, October 7, 2019

Rewrite the dates using the correct format. Be sure you capitalize the first letter of each day and month. Insert commas in the correct places.

1. tuesday january 6 2015
2. sunday july 20 1969

There should be a capital S on the word September.
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